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Abstract 
The article reviews quantitative as well as qualitative research on grammatical learning at school in the 
context of L1 education in German-speaking regions. One of the specifics of this research is that its focus 
has been not on the effects of grammar learning on reading and writing outcomes but instead on the 
quality of the knowledge which is gained. Research results are reported with respect to five areas: (1) 
interventions aimed at promoting grammar knowledge; (2) interventions aimed at fostering linguistic 
skills; (3) observational studies; (4) large-scale studies; and (5) classroom discourse in grammar lessons. 
In its conclusion, the article points to issues pertinent to future research. They include measuring the 
extent to which students access syntactic features directly, without having them explain these features 
verbally, as well as conceiving of instructional methods to make sure that students gain continued 
access to syntactic information.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

The topic of the present review is grammatical learning contingent upon L1 
instruction, its scope being restricted to L1 education in German-speaking regions. 
In German-speaking regions, L1 education in school is delivered within the context 
of a school subject called German studies (Deutschunterricht). This subject is 
established in Germany, Austria, the Germanophone parts of Switzerland and some 
European regions with German-speaking minorities, such as South Tyrol (Italy) and 
Transylvania (Romania). It gradually replaced Latin studies and Catechism studies 
as the leading school subjects in higher and in lower education, respectively, during 
the 19th century. In conformity with the general continental European tradition 
(Delnoy, Herrlitz, Kroon & Sturm, 1988; Delnoy & Kroon, 1990), grammar instruct-
tion has been a part of German studies from the very beginning, despite massive 
criticism (Grimm, 1819; Ingendahl, 1997; Weisgerber, 1950). Nowadays, according 
to the educational standards established in German-speaking countries (BIFIE, 
2006a, 2006b; EDK, 2007; KMK, 2004, 2005), grammatical competences still form 
part of the curriculum. They figure under titles such as ‘Analyzing Language and its 
Use’ (Sprache und Sprachgebrauch untersuchen; KMK, 2004) or ‘Considering 
Language’ (Sprachbetrachtung; BIFIE, 2006a). 

At the heart of the traditional grammar curriculum are syntactic categories 
(Wortarten)—which students need to be familiar with to some extent in order to 
learn spelling—and sentential constituents (Satzglieder) and their functions (i.e., 
figuring in a sentence as a subject, an object, an adverbial, or a predicative). Other 
grammatical topics generally listed in the educational standards include sentence 
patterns and types of complex sentences as well as the inflection of verbs, nouns 
and adjectives. 

According to specifications which Symann (1980) found in the syllabi of the 
former German Democratic Republic, in the 1970s about 15% of the instructional 
time in German studies was dedicated to grammar. In a recent survey, primary 
school teachers in Germany reported that they devoted 16-17% of instructional 
time to the domain of analyzing language and language use (Helmke & Hosenfeld, 
2007). This suggests that the time spent on considering language in German studies 
has remained constant although the contents of instruction may have changed. 

Teaching grammar in what is called ‘L1 education’ serves not only students for 
whom the language of schooling is their first language (L1), but also students for 
whom it actually is their second language (L2). In both cases its primary aim is not 
to build grammatical competence but rather to increase grammatical knowledge. 
Grammatical competence embraces the command of syntactic constructions; it is 
assumed to be given in someone who felicitously makes use of these constructions 
when communicating or understanding others’ communications. By contrast, 
grammatical knowledge of syntactic constructions is assumed to be present in 
someone who recognizes such constructions when they occur. Acquisition of 
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grammatical knowledge does not automatically come along with the acquisition of 
grammatical competence. In this sense, it is a metalinguistic achievement.  

Germanophone research on grammar learning in L1 education has been driven 
mainly by the question of what active and efficient grammatical knowledge is. In 
other words, it has investigated the conditions under which students, as speakers 
and listeners, reliably recognize syntactic constructions by responding to them 
when they occur. They obviously do so when working on specific assignments (e.g., 
in deciding whether to write the student’s or the students’ in a text); they also do 
so, albeit less obviously, when they attentively interpret syntactic constructions 
(e.g., by anticipating how a formulation will continue). They may be said to reliably 
recognize a syntactic construction if they are able to respond to it in the same way 
across various instances of it. Indeed, in what follows, evidence of consistent res-
ponse to syntactic constructions will be considered the criterion for the presence of 
active and efficient grammatical knowledge.  

Germanophone research’s orientation towards the conceptual question of what 
active and efficient grammatical knowledge is diverges to some degree from inter-
national research, most notably from Anglophone research, which has focused on 
the question of whether teaching grammar fosters linguistic skills. Though Ger-
manophone and Anglophone perspectives differ, they may eventually turn out to 
complement each other. The present review examines the Germanophone re-
search in order to determine the scope and the quality of the grammatical 
knowledge students gain in L1 education. It then connects its findings to the 
questions driving Anglophone and other international research, such as whether 
grammar instruction impacts on writing and whether one should teach grammar at 
all.  

2.  METHOD 

Asking what grammatical knowledge students acquire in L1 education means 
raising a factual question and considering a conceptual question along with it: How 
can one adequately describe the knowledge students are said by the studies to 
have gained? And does the evidence imply that students gained active and efficient 
grammatical knowledge according to the criterion set above? In asking such ques-
tions, the present review evaluates empirical studies with respect to factual 
evidence, while also considering how the facts may be appropriately described. 
Consequently, although studies will be reported according to the questions their 
authors raised, their findings will, where appropriate, be reconsidered 'from out-
side', that is, based on the conceptual question. As a result, although this review 
proceeds through studies, the basic unit of analysis is not the study but the finding.   

The review focuses on research conducted on working on grammar within the 
school context. It excludes developmental studies done outside schools (e.g., those 
analyzing how children spontaneously broach the issue of language in everyday 
life). Laboratory studies have also been left out (e.g., those measuring how 
orthographic cues to syntactic structure impact on reading). Demarcation problems 
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sometimes occurred where instructional studies referred to orthography or to 
morphology. In these cases, the study was included if the main focus of instruction 
seemed to be on syntax; otherwise it was not included. Publications considered 
here span the period from 1965 to 2015. The utility of going back 50 years may 
seem doubtful at first glance; however, just because a study is old does not mean 
that its data are invalid; in fact, the data of some of the older cases included herein 
have never before been given serious consideration, thus warranting their inclusion 
here.  

Starting from these specifications, quantitative as well as qualitative empirical 
studies were compiled. In order to find studies, first reviews were consulted 
(Abraham, 2010; Funke, 2014; Kochan, 1975). Second, in an attempt to locate 
unpublished research, electronic databases were searched using the terms 
+Grammatik (grammar), +Grammatikunterricht (grammar instruction), +grammati-
sches Wissen (grammar knowledge) in isolation or combined with -Fremdsprache 
(foreign language), +Unterricht (instruction) and/or +empirisch (empirical) 
(http://www.ams-forschungsnetzwerk.at/, http://www.fachportal-paedagogik.de, 
http://www.dnb.de, http://edudoc.ch, http://www.forschungsportal.ch, 
http://www.skbf-csre.ch, http://www.gesis.org). Printed bibliographies were used 
to identify older research (Gesamtverzeichnis deutscher Hochschulschriften, Deut-
sche Nationalbibliographie). Some further information on unpublished disserta-
tions in the former German Democratic Republic was found in Friedrich (1996). 
However, given that there is no systematic index of research literature in the field 
of German studies, it is possible that some relevant studies were missed. 

It was decided not to exclude methodologically weak studies from the outset 
but rather to include all studies first and then to sort them according to 
methodological criteria in a second step. This follows from the principle that the 
finding, not the study, is the unit of analysis. Studies which are methodologically 
weak may nevertheless contain valid findings, i.e. findings which are well docu-
mented and for which the conditions under which they emerged are described with 
sufficient precision. The inclusion of such findings is vital for educational research 
because a methodologically weak study, if rooted in authentic instructional ex-
perience, may contain educationally instructive results.  

3.  RESULTS 

3.1 Intervention studies aimed at promoting grammatical knowledge  

Overview. Studies under this heading comprise quasi-experimental studies which 
set out to compare the outcomes of diverse forms of grammar instruction. Most of 
them are dissertations originating in the former German Democratic Republic 
during the period from 1968 to 1988. As a rule, their research methodology does 
not correspond to current standards. Their methodological weaknesses may be 
summarized as follows: They do not make use of the fact that their data are 
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longitudinal (applying inferential statistics, if any, on the results of pretests and 
posttests in isolation); in some cases, they test the same hypothesis repeatedly by 
using dependent data; and they employ self-conceived pre- and posttests without 
checking the quality of the tasks. Beyond that, it may go without saying that the 
instructional objectives inherent in the older studies are to some extent outdated 
because they rely on linguistic varieties and grammatical tenets which have mean-
while become obsolete. Studies will be reported in three steps: work based on 
activity theory (Herrmann, 1974; Jantos, 1971; Schößler, 1981; Schumer, 1988), 
studies rooted in linguistics (Altendorf, 1969; Friedrich, 1970; Meyer, 1969; Ploog, 
1981; Siegert, 1977), and residual studies not related to one another (Döhmann, 
1977; Kramarczyk & Wazel, 1968; Metz, 2005).  

Studies based on activity theory. These studies share the idea that grammatical 
knowledge is ready for use so long as it is conceptual. According to the Soviet 
psychologist Galperin (1972, first published 1957), conceptual learning starts with 
manifest actions (‘unfolded materialized action’), and progresses through symbolic 
actions controlled by linguistic clues to internalized mental actions. Children take 
this path when they learn to regulate their actions. In order to support this, the 
studies required teachers to supply children with an ‘orientation base’, which in 
practice turned out to be a sheet which listed the steps children had to follow 
when dealing with a task. Instruction based on this understanding of activity theory 
is a highly directed process.  

Jantos (1971, 1975), Herrmann (1974) and Schumer (1988) implemented this 
instructional approach in grades 1-2. Jantos’s (1971) experimental instruction 
extended over the whole of the second grade. It focused mainly on the segmen-
tation and classification of verbal and nominal inflection morphemes. An age-
matched control group was instructed according to the then-current curricular 
guidelines. In his final tests, Jantos found a sustained superiority of the experi-
mental group in tasks on inflectional morphology (effect sizes for various tasks 
scatter around d = .60). The experimental group also outperformed the control 
group on tasks requiring the identification of verbs (d = .37). With respect to the 
identification of sentential constituents, no advantage for the experimental group 
was found when it was compared with a control group consisting of grade 4 
students whom Jantos enlisted because sentential constituents had not been a 
topic of instruction in the age-matched control group (d = -.28). Jantos explains the 
absence of success in tasks on sentential constituents by the fact that the experi-
mental instruction led children to attend to features of single words instead of 
attending to syntactic relations. From data he reports about one of his assignments 
one may indeed estimate that the children in his experimental group identified the 
subjects of sentences in 90.6% out of all cases and the predicates (which, in the 
sentences given, consisted of finite verbs) in 68.6%. However, in just 62.4% out of 
all cases do they seem to have simultaneously identified a sentence’s subject and 
the finite verb. This amounts to the value one would expect if they considered the 
finite verbs independently of the subject. From a syntactic point of view, however, 
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to identify the one would necessarily imply the identification of the other because 
subjects are subjects by virtue of being related to a finite verb via agreement.  

Starting as early as in grade 1 and terminating in grade 2, Herrmann (1974) 
taught two experimental classes on sentence types, verbs and nouns, sentential 
constituents and patterns of word order. The posttest results favored the experi-
mental classes as compared to control classes (which, depending on the topic, were 
recruited from grades 1-5) in all domains listed above. However, Herrmann’s study 
did not include a pretest.   

Schumer (1988), in instructional experiments dealing with adjectives in grades 2 
and 3, focused on the development of gnoseologic interest (Erkenntnisinteresse) in 
grammar. At the end of her trials, the students in the experimental groups showed 
a more marked interest in grammar than the controls. They were also superior in 
identifying adjectives and finding out which expressions they modify; moreover, 
the degree of superiority was related to the quality of the gnoseologic interest they 
displayed as determined by the reasons they gave for it. However, the effect was 
restricted to tasks drawing on metagrammatical knowledge. In tasks focusing on 
the proper use of adjectives, no effect was found. Pretests were lacking in Schu-
mer’s experiments as well.  

With respect to more advanced students, Galperin’s activity theory was made 
the basis of an instructional experiment by Schößler (1981) in grade 4. Schößler’s 
finding was that the experimental group outperformed the control group by far in 
the recognition of sentence constituents and their functions. This, however, seems 
dubious when one considers the test results: Whereas in the pretest the median of 
correct solutions across all tasks was 80% in both the experimental and the control 
group, in the posttest it was only 14% in the control group but 84% in the 
experimental group. This suggests that the main effect consisted of the control 
group worsening sharply and thus raises suspicion that the posttest was somehow 
unfair, possibly because the control students had not been taught its terminology.  

Studies rooted in linguistics. The formation of conceptual grammatical know-
ledge was the main objective of a second cohort of studies which stand out by 
being based more in linguistics than in psychology. The core task of grammar in-
struction was understood by them as providing students with operational 
identification procedures (Identifikationsverfahren) enabling them to decide 
whether a grammatical feature is present in a given linguistic unit or not. In addi-
tion, most of these studies shared the pedagogical ambition of facilitating progress 
in weak learners in particular.  

In an intervention trial on sentence constituents, Meyer (1969) implemented 
the linguistic approach in grade 5. He reports that although the experimental stu-
dents initially struggled with it, in the posttest they were significantly superior to 
the control group in tasks requiring them to segment and classify sentence 
constituents. No significant superiority was found in tasks whose solution did not 
depend on the use of the linguistic procedures taught, such as determining verbal 
tense.  
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In two experimental trials in grade 5, the first of which dealt with the 
recognition of past participles and the second with the recognition of infinitival 
groups, Siegert (1977) compared more formalized and less formalized versions of 
identification procedures. In the posttests, no differences were found between the 
more and less formalized versions. However, when compared to a control group 
which received instruction according to the common curriculum, both experi-
mental groups performed better. This pertains to hits (that is, classifying participles 
as participles and infinitival groups as infinitival groups) and, in the case of 
participles, to false alarms (that is, classifying non-participles as participles). The 
instructional method applied by Siegert is reminiscent of the ‘mastery learning’ 
approach which was popular in the 1970s (Bloom, 1968). In this approach, 
exercises on a topic are continued until a pre-established ratio of correct solutions 
is reached by all students. In a final interview it became evident that weak learners 
felt comfortable with this whereas strong learners had the feeling of being held 
back by the repeated stepwise execution of the identification procedures which 
Siegert required from them.  

Participial and infinitival groups were also the topics of intervention studies 
done by Altendorf (1969) and Friedrich (1970) in grade 5. In the experimental 
condition, both concepts were deliberatively contrasted, whereas in the control 
condition they were taught in isolation. The effects of contrasting versus isolated 
instruction were additionally explored in experiments dedicated to the identi-
fication of causal and conditional adverbials. Contrasting instruction performed 
better than isolated instruction in all experiments with respect to false alarms. 
With respect to hits, either no difference (Altendorf) or a less marked difference 
(Friedrich) was found. Altendorf and Friedrich followed a ‘mastery learning’-like 
approach as well.  

Ploog (1981) conducted an instructional experiment in grade 5 in which 
students were taught rather formal procedures, which she called ‘algorithms’, to 
identify the finite verbs within verbal chains, verbal tenses and verbal voices. 
Besides this, the experimental instruction also featured a high proportion of indivi-
dualized work. The control group received ‘traditional’ instruction. The posttest re-
vealed advantages for the intervention group in all domains of the experimental 
instruction. Ploog also compared the instructional effects in various achievement 
groups and found that underperforming students profited more than efficient lear-
ners; however, she did not validate this with inferential statistics. 

Residual studies. Kramarczik & Wazel (1968) tracked the students of two classes 
longitudinally from grade 4 to grade 6 to investigate the impact of programmed 
instruction (in print) about verbal inflection and sentence constituents. In the 
topics of instruction, the experimental classes were superior to control classes 
(which varied from year to year). The authors found a rank correlation of .63 be-
tween the test scores of the experimental students at the end of grade 4 and at the 
end of grade 6 (N = 48).  

In a study done in West Germany with adults participating in occupational 
retraining, Döhmann (1977) compared ‘traditional’ grammar instruction to instruc-
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tion based on generative grammar. Döhmann assumed that the latter directly 
mirrors speakers’ mental grammar. In the pre- and posttest, subjects had to assign 
words to word classes, to segment sentences into parts and to make decisions on 
spelling in cases where spelling depends on syntax. Both groups improved to a 
certain degree, but no differences were found between them. Notably, both 
groups showed marked (and, as may be confirmed by a reanalysis of the data) 
significant gains on a task which had not been a topic of the instruction, that is, the 
detection of syntactic ambiguities.  

A more recent investigation by Metz (2005) aimed at improving punctuation 
using an approach whose contents the author describes as “formal-systematic, 
rule-based grammar instruction” (2005, 56).1 The instruction featured phases in 
which students worked in a free, self-determined fashion. Metz notes that a tighter 
connection between punctuation skills and grammar knowledge seems to have 
emerged in the experimental classes because the correlation of grammar and punc-
tuation scores increased. She takes this as showing that the experimental students 
recognized the grammatical base of punctuation which exists in German. However, 
the experimental students’ superiority in the posttests confined itself to grammar 
knowledge and did not extend to punctuation. Students from schools with high 
academic aspiration (Gymnasien) made greater gains than students from schools 
with low academic aspiration (Realschulen, Hauptschulen). In some final interviews 
that Metz conducted, the latter reported that they lacked pressure to perform 
better in the experimental instruction.  

Summary and discussion. Table 1 offers an overview of the intervention studies 
reviewed. Effect sizes have been calculated insofar as possible. The effects pertain 
to the use of grammatical knowledge in metasyntactic tasks (e.g., classification or 
identification tasks). Effects which pertain only to memorizing declarative know-
ledge have not been included. If means or standard deviations are not given in the 
original publication, effect sizes were calculated using the probit formula (see Sán-
chez-Meca, Marín-Martínez, & Chacón-Moscoso, 2003). If a study reports effects 
for several achievements, the effect sizes have been aggregated; in such cases, the 
correlation between the achievements was assumed to be .70. Effect sizes (d) and 
their standard errors (sed) have been adapted using an approach which takes into 
account the clustering of the data (Hedges, 2009). This means that the loss of infor-
mation which results from the assignment of whole classes instead of individuals to 
the experimental or the control condition is factored in by inflating the standard 
errors of the effect sizes. The intraclass correlation which is needed to do the calcu-
lation has uniformly been set to .20. This conforms to the median of the intraclass 
correlations in grammar tests which are reported in relevant publications (Helmke 
& Hosenfeld, 2007; Keller & Moser, 2012; Lehmann & Peek, 1997; Studer & Berger, 
2013) or which may be estimated from their data (Claus-Schulze, 1966).   

 
1 The original German-language citation has been translated into English by the author of the 
present text. The same pertains to all other citations of German texts hereafter. 
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Table 1. Intervention studies aimed at promoting students’ grammatical knowledge 
 
 
Sample Grade Topic of instruction Methods compared Number of students  (classes) Pretest Effect size (standard error) 

    exp. control  immediate delayed 

             

Altendorf, 1969, exp. I 5 causal and conditional adverbials contrasting vs. isolated 109 (4) 109 (4)  .45 (.40) .04 (.40) 

Altendorf, 1969, exp. II 5 infinitival and participial groups contrasting vs. isolated 63 (2) 65 (2)  .40 (.41) .38 (.41) 

Döhmann, 1977 adults lexical categories, sentence structures generative vs. traditional 20 (1) 20 (1)  .38 (.49)  

Friedrich, 1970, exp. I 5 causal and conditional adverbials contrasting vs. isolated 41 (2) 37 (2)    

Friedrich, 1970, exp. II 5 causal and conditional adverbials contrasting vs. isolated 37 (2) 45 (2)    

Friedrich, 1970, exp. III 5 infinitival and participial groups contrasting vs. isolated 93 (5) 55 (2)  .15 (.41) .41 (.41) 

Herrmann, 1974 1-2 sentence types, word classes, sentence parts concept formation vs. traditional 62 (2) 63 (2) no 1.25 (.49) .85 (.48) 

Jantos, 1971 2 
inflection morphology, word classes, sentence 
parts 

concept formation vs. traditional 281 (10) 351 (13) inconclusive .76 (.20) .53 (.18) 

Kramarczyk & Wazel, 1968 4-6 
inflection morphology, word classes, sentence 
parts 

programmed learning vs. traditional 60 (2) 552 (20) no .34 (.49)  

Metz, 2005 8 finite verbs, subordinate clauses, punctuation 
formal grammar and autonomous learning vs. 
traditional 

137 (7) 105 (5)  .61 (.29) .89 (.29) 

Meyer, 1969 5 sentence parts operational vs. traditional 25 (1) 25 (1)  .41 (.68)  

Ploog, 1981 5 verbs operational vs. traditional 69 (3) 40 (2) inconclusive 1.52 (.47)  

Schößler, 1981 4 sentence parts concept formation vs. traditional 25 (1) 100 (4)  10.15 (.97)  

Schumer, 1988, exp. I 2 adjectives motivation focus vs. no motivation focus 66 (2) 68 (2) no .76 (.48)  

Schumer, 1988, exp. II 3 word formation and comparatives in adjectives motivation focus vs. no motivation focus 61 (2) 56 (2) no 1.10 (.49)  

Siegert, 1977, exp. I 5 past participles operational vs. traditional 113 (4) 53 (2) inconclusive 1.05 (.37)  

Siegert, 1977, exp. II 5 infinitival groups operational vs. traditional 96 (4) 49 (2) inconclusive   

Note. Effects are considered long term if they were measured at least four weeks after the intervention. In the case of Schößler 1981, the number of subjects has been extrapolated from the 
number of classes. In some cases, the number of subjects may vary between test times. 
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It should be noted that the effect sizes displayed in Table 1 are estimates. In some 
cases they rely on data which had to be read off from graphic displays (Döhmann, 
1977; Jantos, 1971; Metz, 2005; Ploog, 1981; Schößler, 1981). In two studies 
(Friedrich, 1970; Siegert, 1977), the publications contain only global distributional 
parameters from which the original data distribution was partly recovered. This 
was possible in some but not all cases, and it involves uncertainties to a varying 
degree. Also, one should bear in mind that the statistical power of a meta-analysis 
based on the given studies is limited, especially the power to detect heterogeneity. 

Assuming a significance level of  = .05, the power to detect even strong hetero-

geneity (² = Vd) in the data is 0.60; this value drops even more in subsequent cases 
where fewer studies are included. The power to detect medium treatment effects 
(d = .30) is higher than that to detect heterogeneity; it ranges between .98 and .52 
depending on the assumed heterogeneity in the data.  

At first sight, Table 1 seems to reveal marked progress in the experimental 
classes which experienced intense and mainly formal grammar instruction (mean 
effect d = 1.30, sed = .61, p = .03 in the immediate posttests according to a random 
effects model; see Viechtbauer, 2010). However, as the homogeneity statistic 
shows, effect sizes are not homogeneous (Q(13) = 103.03, p < .01). The inhomo-
geneity is caused by the inclusion of Schößler’s (1981) experimental group which is 
reported to have made gains of more than 10 standard deviations as compared to 
its control group in a 14-week instructional period. But even when one excludes the 
Schößler sample it would be questionable to calculate a mean effect with the pur-
pose of testing hypotheses about the impact of grammar instruction because the 
statistical power of the homogeneity test is limited. Inhomogeneity seems to 
persist because the effects were apparently influenced as much by the quality of 
the pretests as by the quality of the posttests. A significant difference emerges (z = 
-2.15, p = .03) when one uses metaregression to compare the immediate effects in 
the samples where the pretest unequivocally attested to the equivalence of star-
ting conditions in the experimental and the control groups with samples where no 
pretest had been administered, or where the pretest led to an ambiguous result. 
The mean immediate effect is d = .44, sed = .16 in samples with unequivocal pre-
tests but d = .90, sed = .14 in samples with equivocal or no pretests. Both values are 
significant but they diverge considerably. The effect in groups with equivalent star-
ting conditions remains stable when one considers long term outcomes (d = .46, sed 
= .14).  

On the whole it seems that the intensified grammar instruction delivered to the 
experimental classes had some impact with respect to its proximate target, i.e. 
explicit knowledge of grammatical concepts. Importantly, this does not imply that 
students’ linguistic skills were affected. International research has repeatedly ob-
served an advantage for experimental students over controls in the knowledge of 
grammatical concepts as well, however this was not accompanied by progress in 
linguistic skills (see the classic studies by Harris, 1962, and Elley, Barham, Lamb & 
Willie, 1979). Though the intervention studies considered thus far put emphasis on 
the promotion of ‘knowledge ready for use’ (anwendungsbereites Wissen), they do 
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not, after all, resolve the question of whether this type of knowledge will emerge 
as a result of formal grammar instruction. 

Two intervention studies (Jantos, 1971; Herrmann, 1974) examined whether it 
is possible to instruct children on formal grammatical features as early as in grades 
1 and 2. This deliberate precipitation of grammar instruction may be justified if it 
pays off in later years of schooling. With respect to the long-term effects of such 
instruction, however, the data are inconclusive. Jantos’s experimental students 
were superior to the control students in their recognition of verbs from the begin-
ning (d = .44). Immediately after the end of the intervention in year 2, they had 
increased their lead (d = 1.06). By the middle of year 3, however, the difference 
was the same as it was at the start (d = .37). From a statistic Herrmann displays it 
appears that at the end of year 1 his experimental students outperformed the 
control students by far in the recognition of sentence types (d = 1.32). The same 
was true at the end of year 2 (d = .89). However, by that time the control students 
had reached precisely the same performance level which the experimental 
students had reached a year before. Therefore the question remains as to whether 
the experimental grammar instruction provided the intervention students with an 
enduring advantage or merely a temporary one.  

3.2 Intervention studies aimed at promoting linguistic skills 

Overview. Whereas in Anglophone research, the impact of grammar instruction on 
students’ linguistic skills, especially writing, has been a main focus, little has been 
done by Germanophone researchers to explore this issue empirically. The latter 
have tended to take for granted that because grammar knowledge underlies skillful 
writing (Heringer, 2000; Hoffmann, 2000) and appropriate reading comprehension 
(Glinz, 1993; Heringer, 2001), grammar instruction will automatically foster both. In 
the present chapter, consideration will be given first to studies on the impact of 
grammar instruction on writing (Klotz, 1996; Scholz, 1975) and to studies on 
reading (Blatt, Müller & Voss, 2010; Funke, Wieland, Schönenberg & Melzer, 2013; 
Hohm, 2007; Szubert, 2015; see also Herrmann, 1974; Döhmann, 1977). Subse-
quently, some findings about the effects of grammar instruction on spelling and 
punctuation will be compiled. The section concludes with a discussion of one iso-
lated study on the acquisition of lexical items in grammar lessons (Siebenbrodt, 
1966).  

Grammar instruction and writing. In two intervention studies done in grades 5 
and 7, Scholz (1975) used ‘complex’ instructional assignments which required 
students to devise formulations as well as to analyze them. He focused on the 
elaboration of texts by the use of attributes (i.e., expressions of various types which 
accompany nouns, modifying them semantically). Pre- and posttests included 
grammar and writing tasks. In the posttest, the experimental students performed 
better on both types of tasks than the control students who had been instructed 
according to the then-current syllabus. Moreover, they used a greater variety of 
attributes in compositions written after the intervention. Unfortunately, Scholz 
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does not document his findings clearly. For instance, he does not specify in which 
period and under which conditions the compositions he evaluated were written.  

In a study of grade 6-8 students from high-track schools, Klotz (1996) examined 
the hypothesis that connecting teaching grammar to teaching writing would be 
more effective for the development of formulation skills than teaching both in iso-
lation. As a measure of formulation skills he considered the degree to which sen-
tences are ‘informationally saturated’. A sentence expresses a thought which, from 
a semantical point of view, includes components such as several participants, mode 
and epistemic modality. The more of these components the sentence expresses, 
the more it is informationally saturated, according to Klotz. The study found that 
the posttest compositions of the experimental students featured a significantly 
higher degree of informational saturation than those of the control students.  

Grammar instruction and reading. In the instructional experiment in grades 1-2 
described above, Herrmann (1974) collected data on reading skills in some of his 
subjects at the time of the posttest. Students from the experimental classes out-
performed by far students from the control classes on reading prosody and on 
answering comprehension questions. However, Herrmann also states that experi-
mental students were vastly superior in decoding. Thus one must either assume 
that decoding was fostered by grammar instruction too—which is rather im-
plausible, especially in grades 1-2—or that the reading abilities of the experimental 
students exceeded those of the control students independently of the instruction.  

Hohm (2007) hypothesized that German studies instruction will foster reading 
comprehension if it contributes to developing language awareness. He conducted 
an intervention study in grade 7 in which the experimental classes received instruc-
tion with a language focus for several months. The instruction covered highly di-
verse topics such as word classes and language use in social situations. It also in-
cluded language practice, such as sentence combining and cloze exercises. The pre- 
and posttests were comprised of reading comprehension tasks and tasks requiring 
students to analyze language phenomena occurring in text. Hohm summarizes his 
findings as showing that the experimental students made significantly greater gains 
than the control students on the language tasks but not on the reading 
comprehension tasks. A reanalysis shows that the effects were exclusively due to 
gains made by L2 learners. 

Blatt et al. (2010) in grade 5 supplemented an earlier experimental intervention 
on reading fluency by means of a follow-up program with a focus on grammatical, 
orthographic and textual analysis. Children who were non-responders to the 
reading fluency intervention were included in the experimental group of the fol-
low-up study. They received intense individual tutoring by preservice teachers for 
about six months. The control group consisted of participants in the fluency study 
who were parallelized according to reading comprehension. In the pre- and post-
tests, a test of negative cloze and a reading comprehension test were used, both of 
which were standardized. Blatt et al. found that, compared to the control students, 
the experimental students caught up in negative cloze but fell off in reading com-
prehension during the intervention period. In a comment, the authors point out 
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that the quality of the tutoring delivered by the preservice teachers seems to have 
varied to a high degree.  

Funke et al. (2013; cf. Melzer, 2011) implemented an instructional program 
including four lessons in grade 6 classes. In the instruction, they used ‘direct access 
tasks’ of the type described below (see 3.3.) in which nouns and finite verbs were 
contrasted, as well as direct access tasks which tapped the contrast of nominal 
phrases with nominative case and nominal phrases with accusative case. In the pre- 
and posttests, the study employed freely compiled tasks on reading (reading com-
prehension; evaluating capitalization in reading) and on spelling (word level spel-
ling; capitalization). The control classes were instructed according to teachers’ 
plans. Funke et al. found no difference between experimental and control students 
with respect to the development of reading comprehension. With respect to the 
tasks which examined how capitalization was evaluated in reading, those experi-
mental students who ranked either high or low in the pretest improved compared 
to the controls; however, students who ranked in the medial group in the pretest 
fell off.  

Szubert (2015), in a small study in grade 3, conducted an experiment in which 
the children in the experimental group practiced combining word cards into sen-
tences during five lessons of individual training (‘anagram task’ according to 
Weaver, 1979). In ensuing dialogues, they were encouraged to try various ways of 
arranging the words and to check what ‘sounds best’. The control children con-
tinued to participate in whole-class instruction. In his pre- and posttests, Szubert 
focused on the grasp of information structure (finding out which version of a sen-
tence best profiles what information is new and what information is old in a given 
context; see, e.g., Lambrecht, 1994) by using self-conceived tasks. Reading prosody 
was also tested. The grasp of information structure improved significantly more in 
experimental children than in control children.  

Grammar instruction and spelling. In German, decisions on how to spell may 
make it necessary to take into account syntactic features. This pertains to the capi-
talization of nouns and, in some cases, to grammatical morphemes. Moreover, 
punctuation depends on sentential structure to a high degree. Several of the stu-
dies reviewed so far deal with syntactic spelling. Döhmann (1977) found that the 
adult students in her intervention groups improved in punctuation as well as in 
orthographically marking a grammatical morpheme (conjunction dass ‘that’ versus 
relative pronoun das ‘that’). In the Funke et al. (2013) study, grade 6 experimental 
students made significantly greater gains than the control students in capi-
talization, with experimental students improving evenly regardless of their starting 
conditions. No significant difference was found in general spelling. Jantos (1971) 
notes in passing that the effects of his grammar instruction program in grades 2-3 
on students’ capitalization skills seem to have been modest. Unfortunately, the 
figure in which he displays his results pertaining to capitalization is apparently mis-
calibrated. No specific effects of grammar instruction on punctuation were found 
by Metz (2005) in grade 8, though the experimental instruction was tailored to 
foster punctuation. 
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Grammar instruction and vocabulary learning. One of the sources of vocabulary 
learning in school-aged children is independent reading in which word meanings 
have to be derived from the context. Nagy (2007) hypothesizes that deriving word 
meanings from context requires what he calls ‘syntactic awareness’. This might 
mean that vocabulary learning is a case for grammar teaching. Whether grammar 
instruction indeed fosters word learning does not seem to have been explored in 
research from German-speaking countries. However, the acquisition of vocabulary 
was one focus of a field study on grammar instruction in grades 6 and 8 by Sieben-
brodt (1966). Siebenbrodt was concerned with whether the linguistic forms which 
teachers deliberately introduce in grammar lessons are adopted by students in the 
language they actually use. She considered grammatical forms such as verbs in con-
junctive mood, but also lexical forms such as uncommon words and complex ex-
pressions, and tried to determine whether students took up the forms by 
evaluating diverse texts written by them in the course of their schoolwork, such as 
homework, school exercises, and compositions. Siebenbrodt found that students 
rarely adopted new forms that teachers had brought to their attention in grammar 
lessons. If forced to do so by an assignment, they often seemed to struggle with 
them. In an instructive case reported by Siebenbrodt, the phrase at stake was sich 
einer Sache bewusst sein, ‘to be aware of something’. It is a verbal expression 
which takes two arguments. The first serves as a Theme (the noun phrase which 
says what the awareness is about; it is represented by ‘of something’ in English and 
by einer Sache in German). The second argument serves as an Experiencer (the 
noun phrase which says who experiences the process of becoming aware; it is 
represented by the subject and, in German, resumed by the reflexive pronoun 
sich). The Theme argument is in the genitive case, which is exceptional in modern 
German. Siebenbrodt found that in a grade 6 class, 77% of the students seemed 
not to be able to use the expression with its complete verbal argument frame after 
it had been the topic of a grammar lesson. In most cases, they failed to include the 
reflexive pronoun which resumes the Experiencer argument. Even worse, some of 
them replaced the verbal expression with a noun (Bewusstsein) or with an adjective 
having an argument-absorbing suffix (bewusstlos). It seems that their problem was 
assigning an argument structure to the expression. Siebenbrodt found some fur-
ther cases in which students’ reluctance to adopt new forms seemed to arise from 
difficulty understanding their grammatical features. In most of these cases, 
argument structure was involved. 

Summary and discussion. Table 2 summarizes the results of studies on the 
impact of grammar instruction on linguistic skills based on the same methodology 
as described in 3.1. At variance with the general procedure (see comment on Table 
1), the effect size for the Funke et al. 2013 study was calculated using the odds 
ratio formula because scores were obviously not normally distributed in this study. 
Recall that the statistical power to detect heterogeneity is very limited in these 
cases.
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Table 2. Intervention studies aimed at fostering students’ linguistic skills 

 
 
Sample 

Grade Topic of instruction Methods compared Number of students (classes) Pretest Effect size (standard error) 

    exp. control  specific unspecific 

         

Writing         

Klotz, 1996 6-8 adverbials and their functions in texts integrated vs. isolated 30 (3) 30 (3) not used .56 (.44)  

Scholz, 1975, grade 5 5 attributes and their functions in texts communicative vs. traditional  30 ( 1) 30 (1)  .26 (.68)  

Scholz, 1975, grade 7 7 attributes and their functions in texts communicative vs. traditional  29 (1) 29 (1)  .82 (.68)  

         

Reading         

Blatt et al., 2010 5 grammatic, orthographic, textual analysis individual tutoring vs. no training 32 (16) 39 (16)   -.32 (.23) 

Döhmann, 1977 adults lexical categories, sentence structures generative vs. traditional 20 (1) 20 (1)  .23 (.69)  

Funke et al., 2013 6 syntactic categories, case direct access vs. school-type instruction 119 (6) 137 (6)  -.02 (.28) -.10 (.28) 

Herrmann, 1974 1-2 sentence types, word classes, sentence parts concept formation vs. traditional 62 (2) 63 (2) no 1.98 (1.20) 1.05 (1.30) 

Hohm, 2007 7 word classes, language use language awareness vs. school-type instruction 40 (2) 44 (2)  .04 (.49) -.27 (.49) 

Szubert, 2015 3 building sentences anagram training vs. school-type instruction 5 (1) 7 (1)  .87 (.56)  

         

Spelling and punctuation         

Döhmann, 1977 adults lexical categories, sentence structures generative vs. traditional 20 (1) 20 (1)  .00 (.69)  

Funke et al., 2013 6 syntactic categories, case direct access vs. school-type instruction 119 (6) 137 (6)  .32 (.28) .25 (.28) 

Jantos, 1971 2 
inflection morphology, word classes, 
sentence parts 

concept formation vs. traditional instruction 233 (10) 373 (13) inconclusive   

Metz, 2005 8 
finite verbs, subordinate clauses, 
punctuation 

formal grammar and autonomous learning vs. traditional 
instruction 

137 (7) 105 (5)  .11 (.28)  

Note. Effects are considered to be specific if those linguistic achievements are affected which draw directly on the grammar knowledge taught. Unspecific effects pertain to overall writing 
quality, reading comprehension or general spelling. In some cases, the number of subjects may vary between test times. 
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In the last two columns of Table 2, a distinction is made between specific and 
unspecific effects. An unspecific effect is taken to be present if a linguistic achieve-
ment has been globally affected (e.g., overall quality of writing, global text compre-
hension in reading, or word spelling in general). A specific effect is supposed to 
exist if a component of a linguistic achievement which draws on grammar know-
ledge was affected by the instruction (e.g., use of grammatical forms in writing, 
interpreting grammatical morphemes in reading, or syntactic spelling). As can be 
seen from Table 2, no unspecific effects of grammar instruction on linguistic skills 
have been observed (for reading comprehension, the mean effect is d = -.22, sed = 
.17, p = .19, homogeneity statistics Q(3) = 1.33, p = .72; for writing and spelling, no 
mean effect can be computed). With respect to writing quality, the international 
literature generally concurs that no specific effects of grammar instruction exist 
(Graham & Perin, 2007) though recently evidence has been proffered that gram-
mar instruction focusing systematically on writing problems will yield better results 
(Myhill, Jones, Limes & Watson, 2012). With respect to reading comprehension, the 
lack of unspecific effects does not come as a surprise given that what reading com-
prehension tests measure is to a large extent determined by factors not related to 
grammar, such as domain-specific knowledge, use of reading strategies, and 
decoding skills (Perfetti, Landi & Oakhill, 2005). Under this condition it is ex ante 
unlikely that reading comprehension can be developed by grammar instruction. 
Ultimately, there is no compelling reason to expect that grammar instruction would 
promote the spelling of words in cases where orthography does not depend on 
sentential context.  

Though the values for specific effects listed in Table 2 never aggregate to sig-
nificant effects, it might be worthwhile to further explore specific effects of gram-
mar instruction on linguistic achievements. As for writing, significance with regard 
to linguistic achievements is missed only barely (d = .55, sed = .32, p = .09; homo-
geneity statistics Q(2) = .34, p = .84). International research found that is possible 
to influence the linguistic features of texts written by students by means of 
grammar instruction which is delivered in tight connection with formulation prob-
lems (see Rogers & Graham, 2008). As for reading, there is no significant specific 
effect (d = .20, sed = .21, p = .34; homogeneity statistics Q(4) = 4.34, p = .36). 
However, in some studies, achievements which may be supposed to be compo-
nents of reading comprehension were shown to be affected by instruction with a 
grammar focus (detecting syntactic ambiguity, grasping information structure). The 
list of the components considered specific is highly diverse and was compiled ad 
hoc; beyond that, the effects reported seem to be more heterogeneous than the 
homogeneity statistic suggests. Research might make progress if it explores in a 
principled, theory-based fashion any cases in which grammar learning might affect 
reading comprehension. With respect to spelling and punctuation, the aggregated 
effect is nonsignificant (d = .20, sed = .19, p = .29; homogeneity statistics Q(2) = .37, 
p = .83). Nevertheless, it is conceivable that grammar learning has effects on the or-
thographic marking of syntactic structure. Note that the zero effect reported for 
the Döhmann (1977) study shows that the ‘traditional’ group improved to the same 
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extent as the ‘generative’ group. Taken together, however, both groups made sig-
nificant gains which manifest in a combined pretest-posttest effect size of d = 1.15, 
sed = .35. Thus, the combined effect size computed for all studies in Table 2 under-
estimates the effect of grammar instruction on syntactic spelling. The picture is less 
encouraging with respect to punctuation. Instructional approaches to punctuation 
with a focus on grammar have not been proved to be very effective so far (Erb, 
1982; Sappok, 2011). The arrival of the study with adults (Döhmann, 1977) at an-
other result may be because the subjects in this study deliberately set out to im-
prove their spelling in the course, as evidenced by a final interview. One might spe-
culate whether, in order to successfully punctuate based on grammatical know-
ledge, students must draw on a global process of syntactic analysis which is dif-
ferent from the local grasp of syntactic features related to capitalization and the 
spelling of grammatical morphemes.  

Strangely enough, virtually no research has been conducted whether or how 
grammar learning at school affects learning how to derive word meanings from 
context. This seems to apply to the international literature as well as to Germano-
phone research.  

3.3 Observational studies 

Overview. Studies are labeled ‘observational’ if they restrict themselves to ex-
ploring the scope and quality of grammar knowledge without intervening in 
instruction. Their main objective has been to determine the extent to which stu-
dents grasp syntactic features. Some of them have focused on students’ grammar 
concepts, drawing on verbal data such as questionnaires, interviews, and classroom 
logs (König, 1992; Mesch & Dammert, 2015; Müller & Tophinke, 2015; Peyer, 1997; 
Riehme, 1972; Rose, 1997; Schübel, 2000; Schuttkowski, Rothstein, Schmitz & 
Gräsel, 2015; Spies, 1989). Other studies drew on test data to investigate students’ 
grammar knowledge (Claus-Schulze, 1966; Funke, 2005; Habermann, 2013).  

Studies using verbal data. In a small but influential inquiry, Spies (1989) con-
cerned herself with the ideas the students of a third grade class voiced about what 
nouns, verbs and adjectives are. She logged the reasons children gave for why they 
considered a word to belong to one of these word classes. According to her, chil-
dren assigned words to word classes predominantly based on semantic criteria, 
and, when doing so, relied on a pictorial rather than a formal way of thinking. This 
assumption seems at first sight to be supported by numerous casual observations 
described in the literature (e.g., Andresen, 1996; Jantos, 1971; Röber-Siekmeyer, 
1999; Valtin, 1988; Weingarten, 2001).  

However, Mesch & Dammert (2015), in a study of the concept of verb in grade 4 
children, found no correlation between children’s ability to detect semantically 
peripheral (non-agentive) verbs and their propensity to argue upon questioning 
that verbs may be discerned by their reference to actions. So, how children reason 
about syntactic categories does not necessarily reveal how they detect them when 
words occur in an utterance. Moreover, according to casual observations described 
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in the literature, children assigning words to word classes seem to be misled by 
purely formal considerations as much as by semantic considerations (Eichler, 1992; 
Funke, 1995a; Röber-Siekmeyer, 1999).  

The knowledge of more advanced students regarding word classes was investi-
gated by Riehme (1972) in grades 5-9, König (1992) in grade 5, Rose (1997) in 
grades 5-7, Schübel (2000) in grade 6 and Müller & Tophinke (2015) in grades 5-9. 
In a study on capitalization skill, Riehme had students explain how to recognize 
nouns in texts. Students from grades 5-6, where formal grammar is a more promi-
nent topic of instruction than in later years, frequently referred to grammatical cri-
teria. Older students responded in a more implicit way, often referring to semantic 
criteria. In König’s and Rose’s samples, students more easily identified nouns than 
verbs and adjectives. It might be added that Jantos (1971) observed the same thing 
in his sample. However, Muhr (1995) and Funke (1995b), considering a less explicit 
task, observed that verbs were rarely miscapitalized in students’ writing when they 
appeared in finite form. This suggests that the difficulty in identifying verbs mani-
fests only when they have to be classified apart from their context. Müller & Top-
hinke ascertained that students were hardly able to explicate their knowledge 
about word classes in a conceptually satisfying fashion. This result echoes the fin-
dings of other studies on grammar knowledge (Peyer, 1997 with respect to know-
ledge about sentences in grade 9; Schuttkowski et al., 2015 with respect to know-
ledge about syntactic categories and tense in grades 5-9).  

Studies using test data. The most comprehensive descriptive study on students’ 
grammatical knowledge was conducted by Claus-Schulze in the former German De-
mocratic Republic (1966). She assigned grade 5-9 students tasks in which they had 
to either classify linguistic units according to syntactic features (‘analytical tasks’) or 
sketch formulations according to preset specifications (‘synthetical tasks’). More-
over, she (hand-)recorded grammar lessons in a multitude of classes, most of which 
completed her tests too. Claus-Schulze found marked differences in performance 
between the classes. Based on her classroom observations, she explained these dif-
ferences by distinctions in the consistency teachers showed in challenging their 
students. In particular, she addressed the extent to which the solutions students 
proposed in the tests attest to reliable and substantially founded grammatical 
knowledge. It becomes evident that she is skeptical about that given her cha-
racterization of students’ grammar knowledge as “insufficient” (1966, 78).  

The most instructive component of Claus-Schulze’s study is the analysis she 
performed on diverse types of test tasks. In tasks which required identifying the 
subjects and predicates of sentences, Claus-Schulze arrived at a conclusion 
analogous to that of Jantos (1971): Students frequently marked subjects without 
marking the related predicate and vice versa. Moreover, they classified main verbs 
as predicate parts more often than auxiliary verbs. In this case, it appears that they 
focused on the features of isolated words rather than on their role in the given 
sentence. This suggests a “word-by-word procedure” (Claus-Schulze, 1966, 150) 
which may lead to correct solutions although it is left open whether students 
possess genuine syntactic knowledge. Claus-Schulze offers an impressive example 
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from the test materials she used in grade 5. Students were required to mark the 
subjects and predicates of sentences by highlighting them. One of the sentences 
reports on the vacation spot where some children spent their summer holidays. 
Claus-Schulze’s analysis focuses on the predicate. She expected students to mark 
the words which are underlined in the following sentence. 

Dort werden sie mit Vergnügen wandern und baden und erholt zurückkommen 
(There they will hike and swim with pleasure and come back home refreshed) 

The verbal chain is headed by the auxiliary werden ‘will’. It is supplemented by 
three infinite verb forms, wandern ‘hike’, baden ‘swim’ and zurückkommen ‘come 
back home’ which are all related to the auxiliary in the same way. From the data 
Claus-Schulze includes, one can calculate the counts displayed in Table 3. 

Table 3. Marking of parts of the verbal chain by grade 5 students in a sentence stemming 
from the test materials used by Claus-Schulze (1966) 

cases where zurückkommen has been  
marked 

  

cases where zurückkommen has not been 
marked 

 

  
baden has been 

marked    
baden has been 

marked 

  yes no    yes no 
         

wandern has  
been marked 

yes 109 6  wandern has  
been marked 

yes 106 9 

no 7 33  no 4 31 

When one compares the left- and the right-hand panels of Table 3, it becomes 
evident that about 75% of the students correctly marked wandern and baden as 
parts of the predicate. Both cases are tightly connected: In most cases where 
students mark wandern, they mark baden as well, and vice versa. This leads to the 
conclusion that students who marked these words grasped the fact that both per-
form the same role in the sentence. Precisely the same role is performed by zurück-
kommen too. However, students seem to treat zurückkommen as a completely 
different case. Only 50% of them mark it, and whether they mark it or not is inde-
pendent of whether they mark the other verbs. This leads to a diametrically 
opposed conclusion, namely, that students disregarded the word’s role in the sen-
tence and just took it in isolation. Claus-Schulze infers that when working on 
metalinguistic assignments, students seem to grasp syntactic features in a way 
which is “neither essentially reliable nor essentially unreliable” (1966, 296).  

In a study in grades 5-7 on the understanding of syntactic categories, Funke 
(2005) designed tasks to explore the extent to which students grasp the contrast of 
nouns and finite verbs independently of applying grammatical operations and using 
grammatical terminology. Students were given four sentences and asked to tick the 
sentence which is ‘different from the other ones’, as illustrated below. 
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In that little Celtic village there live people who oppose the rule of Caesar. 

 One of these rebels fights the Roman officers. 

 One of these rebels constantly resists the Romans. 

 One of these rebels vividly combats the Romans. 

 One of these rebels against the Roman officers. 

In the case given, the fourth sentence must be picked out because the unit rebels 
has to be taken as a finite verb in this case, whereas in the other cases it functions 
as a noun. Tasks of this type in which a critical unit appears several times but differs 
in its syntactic role in one case compared with the other cases may be labeled 
‘direct access tasks’. The students were given 20 such tasks. After they worked 
through them, they were presented with 20 tasks in which they had to decide 
whether words which appeared in a text were verbs or not. These tasks, which 
used grammatical terminology to make the assignment clear, may be labeled 
‘school-type tasks’. Only those students whose score in the direct access tasks 
ranged above chance level were able to reliably solve the school-type tasks. The 
reverse was not true. The distribution of hits in the direct access tasks was bimodal, 
featuring its maximum at the highest possible score of 20 and another local maxi-
mum at a score of 11. What is remarkable about the lower maximum is that it 
exceeds the value one should expect if the students in the lower tail of the distri-
bution responded by chance (which amounts to 5). That is, even these students in 
their majority appear to have had access to syntactic information relevant to the 
contrast at stake. However they seem not to have been able to reliably access this 
information when working on the task.  

In the direct access tasks, the difficulty of items did not seem to depend on se-
mantic features of the critical unit. It was .71 when the critical unit, in its noun 
reading, was a concrete noun, and .72 when it was an abstract noun. Likewise, it 
was .72 when the critical unit, in its verb reading, featured an agentive meaning, 
and .71 when it featured a non-agentive meaning. By contrast, in the school-type 
tasks the common finding was corroborated that agentive verbs are easier for stu-
dents to identify than non-agentive verbs (difficulty .91 versus .47). This means that 
when one looks at the school-type tasks one may be fortified in the widely held 
belief that students’ attention is attracted by semantic features at the cost of syn-
tactic features. In the direct access tasks another picture emerges. As the author 
proposes, the bimodal score distribution in the direct access tasks finds its expla-
nation if one assumes that when students work on metasyntactic tasks, syntactic 
features compete not with semantic features but rather with other syntactic fea-
tures. A maximum in the range of 11 (more precisely, 10) points would be expected 
if students in the lower tail of the distribution understand that only two readings (a 
verb and a noun reading) are possible but have difficulty maintaining the appro-
priate reading because the other one interferes. In this view, two syntactic options 
compete in students’ minds, one in which the critical unit features as a noun and 
one in which it features as a finite verb.  

Supplementing observational studies done in schools, a much-cited study by 
Habermann (2013) looked at the grammar knowledge of university students who 
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had just left school. 357 undergraduates worked on a test which had been devised 
by the Bavarian authorities for grade 8 students. It examined grammar knowledge 
in addition to reading, writing and spelling abilities. The undergraduates outper-
formed the grade 8 students in all domains of the test with the exception of its 
grammar part, in which the grade 8 students were more successful.  

Summary and discussion. The studies which used verbal data to explore 
students’ concepts of grammatical categories only rarely featured methodological 
rigor. Their main finding has been that students, even secondary students, had 
great difficulties giving conceptually satisfying definitions of grammatical concepts. 
An implicit assumption in these studies is that students consequently do not grasp 
the syntactic features the concepts denote. However, students being unable to de-
fine the concept of verb did not preclude their being able to identify instances of 
verbs in a text (Mesch & Dammert, 2015). In addition, when students are asked to 
explicitly define grammatical concepts, their definitions seem to become sloppier 
after grammar instruction has ceased to be prominent in instruction even though 
there are no indications that the grammar knowledge needed to identify syntactic 
construction actually decreases (Riehme, 1972).  

Claus-Schulze (1966) concluded that the grammar knowledge of grade 5-9 
students was, on the whole, ‘insufficient’. What struck her most was that students 
seemed to grasp the syntactic structure of sentences only on a case-by-case basis. 
As an example, she considered a sentence about the vacation spot of a group of 
children. 

There they will hike and swim with pleasure and come back home refreshed. 

Claus-Schulze wondered why students recognized that ‘hike’ and ‘swim’ are parts 
of the predicate but seemed to treat ‘come back home’ as a completely different 
case even though it has the same syntactic status. The solutions offered by the stu-
dents may be understood if one considers that the adverbial ’there’ which features 
in the initial position of the sentence may, for semantical reasons, only be related 
to ‘hike’ and ‘swim’, not to ‘come back home’. You can hike at a vacation spot and 
you can swim there, but you cannot come back home there. If anything, you can 
come back home from there. Being located in initial position, the adverbial has 
scope over the sentence. From this it follows that, if one uses adverbial scope in-
stead of punctuation to delineate the sentence, ‘hike’ and ‘swim’ belong to the 
same sentence whereas the syntactic relation of ‘come back home’ to this sentence 
is left unspecified. The solutions students offered do not necessarily show a lack of 
sensitivity to syntactic structure because syntactic structure, as accessed by stu-
dents, must not be equated with sentence structure which is the topic of school 
grammar. 

Funke (2005) found access to the syntactic category contrast of nouns and finite 
verbs to be widespread in secondary school students when probing for it by means 
of a direct task. Moreover, this access neither interfered with semantic features of 
the verbs and nouns used in the task nor did it depend on students’ ability to 
explicitly classify words as nouns or verbs. However, some students were unable to 
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reliably detect the syntactic contrast. An explanation for this might be found if one 
assumes that students, when they detect the contrast in a set of sentences, rely on 
syntactic information which they generate spontaneously when processing the 
sentences. If so, they will be left in an undetermined state of mind whenever this 
syntactic information has not been spontaneously generated, and this will lead to 
errors comparable to those Claus-Schulze observed. This leads to the hypothesis 
that the syntactic information one generates during linguistic processing is differ-
rent from the evidence one accumulates by analyzing sentences. The latter may be 
reliably found in a task-driven fashion if one proceeds systematically, whereas the 
former may emerge reliably only if it one habitually relies on a data-driven process.  

3.4 Large-scale studies 

Overview. Large-scale studies are a subtype of observational studies aimed at 
measuring the distribution of competences in a given population on the basis of a 
representative sample (or even the whole population). Grammatical knowledge has 
been included in two large-scale studies restricted to German-speaking regions 
(LAU study, DESI study), and it has also been a target domain of some educational 
monitoring surveys (IQB studies, VERA studies, ‘Check 5’ project, ‘Lernstands-
erhebung Zürich’). In all cases, data were evaluated using a one-dimensional item-
response model. In what follows, we will take only a brief look at the large-scale 
studies by first considering their main findings and then examining the competence 
models which have been devised based on them.  

Main findings. In longitudinal surveys, the LAU study (Lehmann, Peek & 
Gänsfuß, 1997, 1999; Lehmann, Gänsfuß & Husfeldt n. d.) and the DESI study 
(Eichler, 2007a) mixed tasks tapping grammatical knowledge with tasks which 
required assessing linguistic correctness and stylistic adequacy. They arrived at 
rather diverse results on students’ learning progress: whereas LAU found only 
modest gains from grade 7 to grade 9 (pre-post effect size d = .24 in two years), 
DESI reports substantial gains in grade 9 alone (d = .35 in one year). Similarly, 
surveys aimed at educational monitoring do not converge as to the extent to which 
students acquire the intended competences: whilst Helmke & Hosenfeld (2007) 
affirm that the set standards are met in the domain of analyzing language, 
Bremerich-Vos & Böhme (2009) are more skeptical, and KMK (2014) does not make 
a firm statement on this question.  

A commonality of the LAU and DESI studies is that both found the achievement 
gap between high-track schools (e.g., Gymnasien) and low-track schools (e.g., 
Haupt- und Realschulen) to be greater on tasks requiring the analysis of language 
than on other tasks related to German studies (such as reading comprehension). 
Data suggest the same effect prevailed in a survey done with Swiss 11th-graders 
(Keller & Moser, 2012).  

Competence models. Based on the data collected in large-scale studies, 
attempts were made to arrange tasks according to their difficulty. VERA (Isaac, 
Eichler & Hosenfeld, 2008) and IQB (Bremerich-Vos & Böhme, 2009; KMK, 2014) 
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present models which, though differing in details, converge in assuming that tasks 
on analyzing language are all the more difficult as they require students to attend 
to whole sentences instead of single words. This fits with the casual description of 
what made tasks difficult offered in the LAU study (Lehmann et al., 1999). A dif-
ferent view, however, may be abstracted from a study intended to pilot the har-
monization of educational standards in Swiss cantons (Konsortium HarmoS Schul-
sprache, 2010). In that study, it is implicitly assumed that an item covering each 
type of task may be found at any competence level. This also seems to be the case 
in a study based on data from the ‘Lernstandserhebung Zürich’ project (Moser, 
Buff, Angelone & Hollenweger, 2011), which traced the development of Swiss 
primary school children from grades 1 through 6.  

Establishing competence models in the sense of arranging tasks post hoc accor-
ding to their difficulty is a purely descriptive endeavor. Competence models which 
have a more theoretical foundation have been presented by researchers involved 
in DESI (Eichler, 2007b) and the related VERA project (Isaac et al., 2008; see also 
Isaac, Hochweber & Eichler, 2010; Isaac & Hochweber, 2011). DESI considers 
metasyntactic achievements to be a manifestation of language awareness, which is 
taken to be the same thing across diverse linguistic domains (phonology, morpho-
logy, lexicon, syntax, pragmatics). Note that this is not self-evident because meta-
syntactic achievements might require specifically syntactic learning processes 
instead of being the result of becoming aware about language in general. Eichler 
(2007b) presents a regression model which strives to predict task difficulties in the 
domain of language awareness. In order to explain the data, domain-specific 
parameters had to be included above general difficulty parameters in the model. 
Isaac et al. (2008) try to predict task difficulties assuming ten difficulty parameters. 
Most task difficulties could be predicted using a regression model but significant 
deviations were observed in two cases: First, the model overestimated the dif-
ficulty of tasks which require students to decide on the sociopragmatic appropri-
ateness of formulations, and second, the model underestimated the difficulty of 
tasks requiring students to correct syntactic errors.  

Summary and discussion. The inclusion of grammar knowledge in large-scale 
surveys is specific to the European tradition in general (e.g., Sijtstra, van der Schoot 
& Hemker, 2002). One-dimensional item-response theory (IRT) modeling figured 
prominently in this type of research. It is important to understand that mixing 
grammar tasks with other language awareness tasks in a one-dimensional metric 
carries with it an implicit assumption of homogeneity. That is, it implies that solving 
grammar tasks draws on the same cognitive processes as solving language aware-
ness tasks in general. Eichler (2007b) and Isaac et al. (2008) argue for this hypo-
thesis by pointing to regression models which predicted task difficulties based on a 
unitary set of predictors. These models, however, did not yield correct predictions 
for all tasks. Moreover, the large-scale studies led neither to a consistent esti-
mation of the learning progresses made by students nor to a shared picture of 
what makes a grammar task difficult. Both findings might result from a lack of ho-
mogeneity in the tasks used though there may be other explanations as well. 
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A reliable finding may be identified in diverse large-scale studies’ concurrence 
that the achievement gap between high-track and low-track schools’ students is 
greater in tasks pertaining to metalinguistic knowledge and metalinguistic skills 
than in tasks pertaining to other realms of German studies. It would be interesting 
to determine whether this results from differences between the students enrolled 
in the various school types or rather from differences in school curricula, which in 
turn might be traced back to differences in instructional cultures.  

3.5 Classroom discourse and grammar instruction 

Overview. Traditional teaching practice in classroom discourse in general has been 
the subject of much pedagogical research, so the first of three steps when re-
viewing this topic will be to consider how discourse in grammar lessons has been 
investigated along these lines (Herrlitz, 1990; Roeder & Schumer, 1976; Wolt, 
1974). Wolt (1974) holds that communicative restriction in grammar lessons results 
not only from teachers’ adherence to traditional teaching practices but also from 
the fact that it is difficult for children to “consider language as an object” (126). 
According to this assumption, communication problems in grammar lessons are 
specifically tied to their topic. How this might come about surfaces in microanalytic 
studies following an interpretive procedure which will be presented in a second 
step, organized thematically (Boettcher, 1994, 1999; Bremerich-Vos, 1995, 1996; 
Brünner, 1982; Kleinbub, 2012, 2014; Simmel, 2007). The third step reviews studies 
which set out to assess the cognitive quality of discourse by using coding schemes 
(Claus-Schulze, 1978, 1982; Stahns, 2013, 2014).  

Traditional teaching practices in grammar lessons. Older educational research 
characterized communication in school lessons as rigid and restricting students’ 
opportunities for action. This manifests, among other things, in the predominance 
of an IRE (Initiation-Response-Evaluation) pattern (Mehan, 1994). In some studies, 
classroom discourse in grammar lessons was compared to that in other school sub-
jects. Wolt (1974), in five audiotaped grammar lessons in grade 5 classes, found no 
single student contribution comprising more than two sentences. This contrasts 
with the majority of the other German studies lessons she studied (18 lessons, of 
which 11 featured student contributions of more than two sentences). Wolt also 
reports that the proportion of ‘bound’ student utterances (i.e., utterances which 
were restricted to conform to a given linguistic pattern) was higher in the grammar 
lessons. Herrlitz (1990) compared transcribed grammar and literature lessons from 
five European countries, one of which was Germany. He found that the IRE pattern 
“seems to be the dominating turn taking structure in … grammar instruction” 
(1990, 13). Roeder & Schümer (1976) studied instructional communication in an 
intervention study in grade 3 in which twenty lessons were audiotaped, five of 
them dealing with grammar. They did not observe a marked communicative restric-
tion in the grammar lessons as opposed to the other lessons; however, communi-
cation in the grammar lessons appeared to be erratic and lacked thematic conti-
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nuity. One might add that communicative restriction and rigidity may be less pro-
minent in grammar instruction nowadays than they were in the past.   

Microanalytic studies. As noted, it is often reported that children tend to argue 
on a semantic basis when reasoning about word classes. Bremerich-Vos (1996) do-
cuments the transcript of a grammar lesson in grade 5 in which the teacher strives 
to guide children from a semantic to a grammatical concept of verb. At two points, 
this lesson comes to a complete standstill with the children and the teacher 
seemingly confused. In one case, this results from students’ apparently innocuous 
attempt to establish that the words laufen ‘to run’ and fühlen ‘to feel’ are not 
nouns but verbs. To achieve this, the students apply a criterion frequently taught to 
primary students, namely, that a noun refers to an object one can see or touch. 
Bremerich-Vos cites the following exchange (1996, 216; S is ‘student’ and T is 
‘teacher’).  

26 S:  What you do you can’t touch. 
27 T:  Can you explain? 
28 S:  If I run, somebody from the class cannot touch me. 
29 T:  Yes, that’s true. Doesn’t help much yet. Pierre? 
30 S:  To run is no thing. 
31 T:  Are we concerned with things? 
32 S:  No. 
33 T:  (kindly): Don’t let yourself be misguided. Thomas? 
34 S:  first part incomprehensible, seems to refer to the verb to touch): Well because 

eh if someone feels something then the other one cannot see it. (incomeprehen-
sible) 

35 T:   Now, what is it the other person cannot see? 
36 S:   That he feels something. 
37 T:  Yes, so if I am just feeling something then as a rule someone else cannot see it. 

(Pause) Where does it operate, the feeling? Where does it happen? 

Bremerich-Vos notes that what is happening here seems to be the doing of philo-
sophy with children rather than grammar instruction. 

Grammar lessons which deal with sentence constituents and their functions 
have more frequently been analyzed than lessons on word classes. Generally, chil-
dren are taught that sentence constituents are made up of words which stay to-
gether when they are shifted from one position in the sentence to another. Sub-
sequently they are instructed to determine the functions of the constituents by 
asking sentence constituent questions (Satzgliedfragen). The most common of 
these questions are Wer oder was? ‘Who or what’ for the subject and Wen oder 
was? ‘Whom or what’ for the direct object. It has often been reported that children 
find it hard to understand this procedure. Boettcher (1994) renders a scene in a 
grade 5 class in which students make proposals as to which sentence constituent 
question might be appropriate for a given direct object expression. In seven 
successive attempts, they try various questions before one of them arrives at a 
solution which satisfies the teacher (Wen?). This occurred although the very first 
proposal offered by a student was, in substance, correct (Was?). The teacher, how-
ever, wanted the Was? question to be accomplished by Wen? The reason is that 
this makes the accusative case of the direct object become apparent. The teacher’s 
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expectation led to a student behavior which Granzow-Emden describes as “wildly 
quibbling” (1999, 173). It seems that students did not understand why the teacher 
continued to solicit proposals even though a question which obviously fits well had 
already been formulated.  

A different type of problem with the asking of sentence constituent questions 
becomes apparent in a scene drawn from a lesson in grade 4 which Kleinbub (2012, 
2014) analyzes. In it, the class works with the sentence ‘This is a book’ (in its Ger-
man version), which relates to a story with which the children are familiar and in 
which the main character, Lippel, reads a book. The children wonder which ques-
tion might align with ‘a book’. The answer the teacher expects is ‘Who or what is 
this?’ indicating that she takes ‘a book’ to be the subject (which is misguided, as  
Kleinbub notes in passing). The class accumulates five proposals, the most inter-
esting being ‘Whose book reads Lippel?’ and ‘What does Lippel read? The book’. 
The key feature of both formulations is that the target expression ‘book’ is included 
in the question.  

Precisely the same thing is found in a lesson in grade 3 which Brünner (1982) 
analyzed. When asked to formulate the constituent question for the subject of the 
sentence ‘You know aquanauts’, children first proposed ‘Who or what do you 
know? Aquanauts’, and then ‘You know aquanauts.’ The author notes that in this 
moment the lesson ended up “in complete confusion for teacher and students” 
(1982, 141).  

Finally, the problem also surfaces in an incident which Bremerich-Vos (1995) 
documents. A grade 6 student tries to pose the question appropriate to the direct 
object of the sentence ‘In the afternoon, I attended a circus performance and 
experienced something very special.’ He proposes ‘Whom or what very special 
experienced’ and ‘A circus performance. Who or what I have.’ Neither he nor an 
adult observer who happens to come around are able to arrive at a conclusion 
regarding the right question. When students include the expression which is the 
target of the question as part of the question, this suggests that sentence con-
stituent questions challenge students not only because it is hard to understand why 
one should pose them but also because they put high demands on students’ ability 
to formulate deliberately.  

The work reviewed so far might seem to suggest that microanalytic studies have 
found only deficits in the grammatical knowledge and understanding of students; 
this, however, is not the case. Boettcher (1999) discusses a lesson in a grade 5 class 
dealing with a topic which is, as the author notes, highly subtle: namely, the 
distinction between adverbials and prepositional objects. However, that lesson in-
cluded no misperformances of the type illustrated above. This is true even though 
students had to classify sentence constituents very frequently. It suggests that the 
wall between understanding and not understanding in grammar lessons is less 
impervious as it seems as long as one obstinately zeros in on trying to break it.  

Evidence for understanding is also reported by Simmel (2007), who focused on 
how students explain grammatical phenomena to each other. In her study she used 
the direct access tasks described above (Funke, 2005). Simmel presented the tasks 
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on a computer screen and had two students at a time from grade 5 or grade 8 
classes work collaboratively on them. In the materials she collected, repeatedly a 
sudden solution was found after a while of grappling with the task. In the typical 
case, the solution stood in no relation to the foregoing argumentation but rather 
thwarted it. 

Cognitive quality of discourse. Claus-Schulze (1978, 1982) recorded (in writing) 
German lessons of 45 teachers. She collected compositions from a partial sample of 
the students; from some of them she also collected test data on grammar know-
ledge. The lessons recorded dealt not with grammar but with literature; however 
Claus-Schulze analyzed them with respect to the question of which results of gram-
matical learning might show up. Teachers’ and students’ utterances were coded 
according to their linguistic complexity and their level of cognitive aspiration. The 
study found that in lessons where teachers’ utterances reached a high level of 
cognitive aspiration, the same was true of students’ utterances. Moreover, stu-
dents’ utterances were linguistically more complex in these lessons, comprised 
more metalinguistic comments on the texts serving as the topic of the lessons, and 
more frequently indicated that students monitored their linguistic behavior or that 
of their classmates. Claus-Schulze emphasizes that, surprisingly, the linguistic com-
plexity of students’ utterances was not correlated to their knowledge of school 
grammar as evidenced in the grammar test.  

In a recent investigation on the ‘opportunity structures’ of grammar instruction 
(i.e., the learning opportunities students are allowed), Stahns (2013, 2014) ana-
lyzed seven videotaped grammar lessons from grades 5 and 7. He focused on the 
question of the extent to which instruction contributed to the cognitive activation 
of students. Teacher actions which are estimated as cognitively activating in the 
literature were rarely found in the lessons recorded. This pertains to open ques-
tions (fewer than 20% of all teacher questions) and to questions aiming at deep 
reasoning (fewer than 10% of all teacher questions). Teacher solicitations which 
required using specifically scientific methods were rare, too. As a rule, students’ 
contributions were short, included hardly any questions and were used as cue for a 
teacher contribution in up to 50% of all cases.  

Summary and discussion. If the studies reviewed can be considered represen-
tative, one must conclude that classroom discourse in grammar lessons is typically 
restrained and cognitively undemanding, and that both students and teachers 
often stumble into perplexity. In students, problems manifest in the first instance 
as a failure to understand what is targeted by discourse on syntactic features; they 
also appear as struggles with formulations which need to be devised when applying 
grammatical operations. On the other hand, situations where understanding is 
established in a sudden and unexpected fashion seem to occur as well. In the stu-
dies under consideration, it is sometimes assumed that communication problems 
in grammar lessons result from students’ inability to understand what the commu-
nication is about. However, the observation described above suggests an alter-
native explanation: students may, in principle, be able to grasp the syntactic 
features at stake yet be unable to stick to them in continuing dialogue when other 
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syntactic features interfere. The conclusion might be that the key problem of class-
room discourse in grammar lessons is not how to gain access to syntactic infor-
mation but rather how to keep track of it in dialogues which inevitably amass 
additional syntactic information. 

What is meant by this may be illustrated by an incident reported by Bremerich-
Vos (1996) (see above). In this incident, grade 5 children end up bedeviled when 
discussing ‘whether you can see feeling’ and ‘whether you can touch running’. At 
first glance the incident seems to corroborate the widespread assumption that 
children attend to meaning instead of to linguistic form (see, e.g., Gornik, 1989) 
because students talk about the processes of feeling or running instead of talking 
about the words ‘to feel’ and ‘to run’. However, that argument is not compelling. 
The children try to apply a criterion taught in primary schools to discern nouns, 
namely that nouns denote things you can see or touch. This criterion appears to be 
a semantic one but it actually works as a syntactic one if one takes it as saying that 
a noun may be inserted in a frame of the type 

The/a/ … you can see/touch 

Depending on which noun one inserts, a true or a false statement results. If, 
however, one inserts a verb, one does not obtain a true or a false statement but an 
unintelligible sequence of words. 

*Feeling you can see/*Running you can touch 

What the children discuss in the Bremerich-Vos example is one such unintelligible 
sequence of words. They seem to stray from the track because by trying to apply 
the criterion they are led to overstretch a syntactic template which normally guides 
their talk, and they cannot get back on track subsequently. Note that when one 
applies the above-mentioned noun criterion, two uses of the words ‘feeling’ and 
‘running’ emerge: an object language use where the word is taken in its proper 
sense, and a metalanguage use where it is quoted. In the first use, the expressions 
‘feeling’ and ‘running’ function as verbs, in the second use, they function as nouns. 
As a consequence, two syntactic templates, a verb and a noun template, compete 
and may interfere. The key problem, then, would be to maintain the intended tem-
plate without being confused by the occurrence of the other one. Note that this 
problem is very similar to what Funke (2005) observed when using direct access 
tasks with grade 5-7 students.  

These considerations concur with Wolt’s (1974) assumption that the problems 
of discourse in grammar lessons are specifically connected to the topic of 
communication. In contrast to Wolt, however, they do not profile the difficulty as 
making language a distal object of attention but see it instead as maintaining proxi-
mal syntactic information even after first-pass linguistic processing.  
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4.  GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The use of grammar instruction. In the international debate, the ‘big question’ has 
been what use grammar instruction has as part of L1 education. What does the 
empirical research reviewed contribute to answer this question? 

Doubts about the value of grammar instruction have mainly been based on two 
criticisms: First, it does not demonstrably foster language skills; second, it does not 
even build sustained grammatical knowledge (Hillocks & Smith, 2003).  

As for the first question, no study has been conducted in German speaking 
regions so far to explore whether grammar instruction makes the overall quality of 
students’ writing better. However, the results found in some Germanophone stu-
dies concur with international research in that grammar instruction may influence 
the language students use in writing on condition that it focuses on the functions of 
syntactic devices in the texts students write. Whether grammar instruction fosters 
reading comprehension has been examined in some Germanophone studies, but, 
just as in international studies, no evidence was found. Yet, some studies suggest 
that it might at least be worthwhile to further explore the impact of working on 
grammar on components of reading comprehension such as the grasp of infor-
mation structure and the use of orthographic cues to syntactic structure. In sum, 
contributions of Germanophone research to the first question are sparse, but they 
are suited to corroborate and to amplify to some degree what has been found in 
international research. 

As for the second question, the results found in a cohort of quasi-experimental 
Germanophone studies may be summarized as showing that students who were 
exposed to an intensified grammar instruction performed better on school-type 
tests of explicit grammar knowledge than students in regular classrooms. Also, 
their advantage was shown to be maintained over some weeks.  

It is remarkable that these findings contrast with the impression aired by 
experts. For instance, Claus-Schulze (1966) assessed secondary students’ explicit 
grammar knowledge as ‘insufficient’. The linguist Habermann (2013) reported 
about huge gaps in the explicit grammar knowledge of undergraduate students. 
Following this, any grammatical knowledge which students might have when they 
are at school seems to evaporate by the time they enroll in university.  

What should one conclude from such opposing assertions? They may be less 
incompatible than they seem at first sight. Though the learning outcomes in well-
controlled intervention studies are modest, there are indications that students 
working on grammar at school may indeed gain some in-depth knowledge beyond 
simply memorizing facts which they subsequently forget. For instance, in five out of 
seven independent samples, Altendorf (1969), Friedrich (1970) and Siegert (1977) 
found that experimental students outperformed control students by making fewer 
erroneous classifications, and not by making more correct classifications. This is 
what one should expect if students learned about delimiting syntactical pheno-
mena. The disastrous findings pertaining to adult university students which Haber-
mann (2013) reports might mean that students forgot concepts of school grammar 
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and grammatical terminology. They do not, however, provide evidence that stu-
dents lost sight of syntactic features as well; on the contrary, students’ sensitivity 
to such syntactic features might be deeper than before. Recall that, as Riehme 
(1972) found, older students tended to formulate their knowledge about nouns in a 
sketchier, less terminological fashion than younger students, and that Funke (2005) 
reports some dissociation between students’ school-type grammar knowledge and 
their achievements on direct access tasks. If so, a school-type test assessing termi-
nological knowledge will not capture how such students access syntactic structures. 
Thus grammar instruction may be assumed to contribute to grammatical know-
ledge in students to some extent, and as long as one’s definition of grammatical 
knowledge is not limited to explicit knowledge of school grammar. The really basic 
question with which one is left, then, is: What is grammatical knowledge if it is not 
simply explicit knowledge of grammatical concepts? 

Active and efficient grammar knowledge. Two basic ideas about what active and 
efficient grammar knowledge actually is emerge from the studies reviewed. 
According to one idea, the key point is whether grammatical knowledge becomes 
available to someone independently of whether a specific retrieval context is given. 
This may be traced back to Vygotsky (1973, first published 1934), who assumed 
that knowledge is ‘arbitrarily’ accessible if its primary context of retrieval has been 
generalized. In other words, active and efficient grammatical knowledge is con-
ceptual by nature. This idea, which might be called the epistemic view of gram-
matical knowledge, underlies most of the intervention studies, most notably those 
which aim at fostering students’ conceptual grammatical knowledge. Another idea 
is that grammatical knowledge is active and efficient if it mirrors the structures sen-
tences have. It becomes evident in the work of Döhmann (1977) who, based on 
generative grammar, assumes that the structure of a sentence is tied to the sen-
tence as an inherent feature. This idea might be called the representational view of 
grammatical knowledge. 

Review of the empirical studies suggests that neither the epistemic nor the re-
presentational view is suited to describing what active and efficient grammatical 
knowledge is. The main shortcomings of instructional approaches following the epi-
stemic view result from the fact that they have students generalize features of 
linguistic form or meaning to arrive at grammatical concepts. However, focusing on 
form or meaning does not guarantee that one uses them properly as means of aler-
ting oneself to the occurrence of syntactic features. Jantos (1971) found that chil-
dren, after receiving instruction with a focus on form, attended to grammatical 
morphemes instead of syntactic configurations. Spies (1989) reports that students 
tended to equate syntactic categories with semantic features instead of syntactic 
roles. In sum, the epistemic view, when enlisted in instructional practice, replaces 
syntactic features with non-syntactic surrogates. This risks leading students astray, 
prompting them to focus on the latter instead of the former. The shortcoming of 
the representational view is that it has not been able to explain how students deal 
with syntactic assignments. Döhmann (1977) expected that students would sponta-
neously segment sentences into two main parts, a noun phrase part and a verb 
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phrase part, because the then-current generative model assumed sentences to be 
bi-partitioned in that way. However, this was not borne out in her data. In addition, 
an observation by Claus-Schulze (1966) suggests that how students classify the 
verbal parts of a sentence depends not on the sentence’s structural representation 
but rather on how likely it is that syntactic information is prominent when the 
sentence is processed.   

An alternative to the epistemic and representational views of grammar know-
ledge might be labeled an indexical view (cf. Pateman, 1987). It hypothesizes that a 
metasyntactic achievement related to a current utterance will be reliably accom-
plished if students are led by syntactic information which they generate when pro-
cessing the utterance. The indexical view contrasts with the epistemic view by 
assuming that letting oneself be guided by self-generated syntactic information is a 
more powerful way to detect the syntactic structure of an utterance than looking 
at its linguistic form. It contrasts with the representational view by rejecting the 
idea that grasping an utterance’s structure implies accessing a pre-specified 
representation. The indexical view suggests distinguishing between the access 
someone has to a syntactic feature and the description he or she is able to give of 
that feature. Having access to a syntactic feature does not imply the ability to 
describe it, and being able to describe a syntactic feature does not necessarily 
imply one has access to it. 

From this it follows that in order to assess active and efficient grammar 
knowledge, one should not rely solely on data about students’ explicit knowledge. 
Empirically tracing students’ progress in accessing indexical syntactic information 
might reveal more improvement than is found when one uses explicit grammar 
tests. On the other hand, it might also reveal learning problems students ex-
perience which have gone unnoticed so far.  

As stated in the Introduction section, the questions driving this review are 
conceptual as well as factual. From this, one might get the impression that the 
issues it deals with are metatheoretical and therefore hardly relevant to instruct-
tional practice. This is, however, not true. First, as demonstrated above, employing 
more appropriate methods of testing grammatical knowledge to evaluate grammar 
instruction might lead to a new picture of the knowledge students gain in such 
instruction, and hence a new understanding of the use of grammar instruction in 
general. Second, and more importantly, not only researchers but also teachers and 
even students have preconceptions about what people learn or should learn in 
grammar instruction. These may be assumed to deeply influence what happens in 
grammar classrooms. So, as a matter of fact, conceptual questions are eminently 
practical questions.  

Limitations. Finally, the limitations of the present review should be elucidated. 
The empirical study of grammar teaching and learning in German classrooms is, on 
the whole, methodologically underdeveloped. As for quasi-experimental research, 
appropriate statistical treatment is found only in studies published after 2000. The 
existing microanalytic investigations rely on sophisticated interpretive procedures 
but analyze their data selectively. Several authors report amassing corpora com-
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prising 10-20 videotaped grammar lessons each (Bremerich-Vos, 1996; Kleinbub, 
2012; Spreckels, 2009); however, their published papers consider fewer than 15% 
of these.  

To cope with these problems with respect to the quasi-experimental studies, 
effect sizes were reported instead of significance tests. This may compensate for 
inadequate statistical treatment, but one cannot be quite sure that the effects 
found are representative of the effects in general. In addition, the use of formulas 
which take into account the clustering of data (Hedges, 2009) prevents premature 
conclusions about effects, but also reduces the statistical power of homogeneity 
tests exerted on the effect sizes. It is possible that in some cases (e.g., the un-
specific reading measures, Table 2) the effects are not homogeneous even though 
the statistic indicates homogeneity. As for the microanalytic studies, these studies 
were considered indicative of students’ comprehension problems in accordance 
with the authors’ views. However, one cannot rule out the possibility that lessons 
were selectively considered for analysis in published papers just because they 
displayed comprehension problems. As a result, one should consider that the 
microanalytic studies might function like concave mirrors: They show a real feature 
of grammar instruction, but they might artificially magnify that feature whilst 
downscaling or even distorting the rest of the picture. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Two tasks for future research emerge from the present review. First, it is necessary 
to develop tests of grammar knowledge which provide a direct, unambiguous focus 
on syntactic features without relying on a specific terminology or on indirect hints 
at which syntactic features are at stake. Tests which do not comply with this will, 
on a case-by-case-basis, over- or underestimate students’ grammatical knowledge. 
Second, the main problem of grammar learning at school does not seem to be that 
students lack access to syntactic information but that they have difficulties 
maintaining continued access to it (Funke & Sieger, 2012). If so, L1 instruction must 
not presuppose that students enjoy continued access to syntactic information but 
must instead contribute to its emergence beforehand. Future research should 
explore whether and how this might be possible. 
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